Many systems of real word are modeled by retrial queuing system with batch arrivals. Analytical formulas for this class of systems are complicated and address only particular cases. The paper presents a study approach for this kind of systems, based on discrete event simulation. It is shown that the given algorithm has a polynomial complexity. Also, the object-oriented design we used for implementation is sketched.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a retrial queuing system with batch arrivals having only a server. This kind of server consists of a source of customers, a serving space and an orbit (figure 1). The serving space contains a server and a possible queue with a limited number of places.
Customers arrive into the system in batches; a batch is a set (vector) of customers. Batch size is a given discrete random variable, which will be described in the next section. If in the arrival time of a batch of customers, the server is free, one of the customers in the batch is served immediately. The other clients are being introduced in the server queue, or they are placed in the orbit, or they are giving up the service. If the server is busy, the customers are being placed in the queue (if the queue is not full), or they are being placed in the orbit, or they are giving up to be served.
The customers that will come back to be served, after certain intervals of time randomly generated, are placed in the orbit. This kind of customer can't see the server state. If the server is free, it will receive the service, otherwise it will be re-inserted into the orbit or it will leave the system. Such an event is called a retrial. We can also assume that the number of attempts of a client to get the server service can not exceed a maximum value.
In some regards, the orbit is like a queue, in that customer spend time waiting to be served. At the finish of service the client exits the system (figure 1).
Figure 1: Retrial queuing system structure Remarks 1. i) Queuing systems can be studied analytically (see [11] , [12] ) or by simulating algorithms. Using mathematical methods, formulas for the system efficiency factor are obtained, available in particular cases. Through simulation, such systems can be studied in situations where does not exist analytical formulas.
ii) In classical queuing theory, when a client arrives in the system, if the server is idle it is immediately served otherwise it is queued. When the server becomes free, if the queue is not empty, a customer is picked up from the queue and it will be served. Otherwise, the server becomes lazy. In this kind of systems, the phenomenon of returning the customer does not appears. Such a system can be considered a returning system, considering zero probability that a client to be placed in the orbit.
iii) A client from the orbit can not monitor the server; while the server is free, it could be customers in the orbit that do not ask to be served. So, there is a delay in time until a customer in orbit realizes that the server is free and begins the service.
iv) The order of serving customers in orbit is random; it depends on the random order of returning customers to be served.
The characteristics of this system which we will be interested in calculating are quantities like the mean number of customers in the system, the fraction of the time that the server is idle, the mean length of time a customer can expect spend in the system to receive service, and so on (the efficiency factors of the system).
An example of such a system is an Ethernet network. In the context of the CSMA/CD method, the clients are the messages to be transmitted over the network communications environment, arriving in batches, and the server is the communication environment itself. When a host wants to send a message over the communications, it can do it only if the communications are free; otherwise the collision phenomenon will appear. If the communication environment is busy, the host will return after a random period of time. All the messages to be sent by the host are placed into the orbit.
Staging systems can be studied analytically; such mathematical formulas exist for certain cases, even for the traditional approach. Except for a few simple models (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] ) retrial queues are generally difficult to analyze analytically. The formulas obtained describe only certain efficiency factors. Because there are ways to generate any type of random size (see [6] ), by a simulation algorithm it can be studied any kind of system.
In [9] we present a simulation algorithm for a staging system in the traditional approach, and in [10] we present such an algorithm for systems with returns, with individual arrivals of the clients. Because a system with clients return extends a classical one (without return), and a batch with the size equals with 1 can be considered one client, simulation algorithm presented in this paper extends those in the works we mentioned above, but considering the arrival in batches and the return of the clients.
The model entities and the simulation mechanism
Simulation of the arrivals. The interval between two consecutive batches of customers is a continuous random variable denoted by IntArriv. The global variable Atime contains the event time of the next arrival. Initially, Atime is set to 0 and after any generation the IntArriv value is added to it.
Also, the batch size denoted by DimBatch is a discrete random variable of the form:
where mb represents the maximum number of clients in a batch and a i (i = 1, mb) represents the probability that the arrived batch to have the size equals with i.
When a batch arrives in the system can occur one of the situations:
2.1) The server is free; we denote by nb the number of the customers in the batch, nb ≤ mb
• a client is selected from the batch for being served; the selection can be done using two strategies: the first client in the batch or a random one is selected.
• because the server is free, the queue is empty; if nb ≤ nqmax, where nqmax is the maximum number of the clients in the queue, all the clients in the batch are inserted into the queue, otherwise nqmax clients are inserted in the queue, and the other clients are inserted into the orbit or they leave the system. The mechanism for this situation will be presented later.
2.
2) The server is busy; we denote by nq the number of the customers in the queue
• if nqmax = nq means that the queue is full and all the clients in the arriving batch are placed in the orbit.
• otherwise, if nq < nqmax, nqmax -nq clients from the batch are introduced in the queue, and the others will be introduced in the orbit or they will leave the system.
For all the customers in the batch who don't leave the system, it generates service time denoted by Stime.
Placing customer in the orbit. We denote by 1 the event of the remaining in the system of the customer and his placement in the orbit (with the probability p) and with 2 the event of his exiting the system (with probability 1-p).
The category corresponding to a newly arrived client of this type is thus a random Bernoulli variable:
When a batch arrives, for each client that is not served immediately or it is not placed in the queue, the system generates a value of the variable selection, denoted by B. If B = 1, then the customer is placed in the orbit. Otherwise, the customer leaves the system. In addition, it is generated the time interval after which the customers will return to be served, denoted by IntRet, and the maximum number of returns, denoted by NoRet, for those who remain in the system and are placed in the orbit.
IntArriv, Stime and IntRet are selection values for some random given variables, that can be generated with the computer, and NoRet is a random number, less or equal with a given number NoMaxRet.
Ctime represents the event time for termination of service of a customer (meaning the server clock). If the server is free and there are not clients to be served, then Ctime = ∞.
Tsc variable contains the length of service for the current customer. In addition to the variables nq and nqmax, the queue entity is characterized by Ts vector which contains the values for the serving times of the customers in the queue. The queue is organized on the principle of FIFO, meaning that Ts(1) corresponds to the first element, and so on, Ts(nq) corresponds to the last element.
The orbit entity is characterized by:
• no variable, which indicates the number of the clients in the orbit at a time;
• To vector; To(i), with (i = 1,...,no), corresponds to the i-th customer in orbit and it consists of three fields: the number of remaining returns, the value of time for the next return and the time for the client service. If we denote:
T o(i) = (T o(i).Rev Ram, T o(i).T ime Rev, T o(i).T ime Serv), then T o(i).T ime Rev < T o(i + 1).T ime Rev, with (i = 1, ..., no-1).
That means that the customers in the orbit are sorted ascending by the time for the next return.
The algorithm which we present is based on the 'next event' rule or 'minimum time' rule. There are three possible types of events:
• a system arrival, if min{Atime, Ctime, T o(1).T ime Rev} = Atime;
• a service finishing, if min{Atime, Ctime, T o(1).T ime Rev} = Ctime 
(1).T ime Rev} = T o(1).T ime Rev
If at some point one of the three variables will contain the time value for the next event in the system, the Ltime variable will contain the time value for the last event in the system. Processing of an arrival consists of:
• If the station is lazy, one of the customers in the batch is served immediately; the client selection is conform the presented things in 2.1; in this case the total laziness time, denoted by Tlen, is updated.
• If in the arrival time the station is busy and the queue is not full, the customers in the batch are placed in the waiting queue or in the orbit (according to 2.2); the total time of waiting in the queue, denoted by Twq is updated.
• For the customers who remain in the system and are placed in the orbit it is generated and maintained IntRet and NoRet.
Finishing a client service consists of:
• total waiting time in the queue, total working time (Tserv ) and number of served clients (Tnrserv ) are updated;
• if the queue is not empty, then a new client is served and the queue length is decremented. Otherwise, the station becomes lazy, that Ctime = ∞;
Returning of the first client in the orbit consists of:
• if the station is lazy (Ctime = ∞), he will be served. The number of the clients in the orbit (Tnrorb), the total time spent in the orbit by the clients (Torb), the station laziness time will be updated and the current client will be removed from the orbit;
• if the station is busy and the queue is not full, then the client is inserted in the waiting queue (nq will be incremented and Ts(nq) will get T o(1).T ime Serv value); The number of the clients in the orbit, the total time spent in the orbit by the clients, the total waiting time in the queue is updated and the current client will be removed from the orbit.
• if the station is busy and the queue is full, then T o(1).Rev Ram value is decremented; if this value becomes 0, the client is removed from the system and the total waiting time in the orbit and the number of clients in the orbit are updated; otherwise another return time will be generated and the client will be put again in the orbit.
Remarks 2.
i) The simulation runs until the number of arrivals generated reaches a given value, denoted by Tnra.
ii) If we define processes like arrivals, services or returns of the clients like cycle, all the simulation consists of repeating these cycles.
iii) If we assume that the inflow is less than the serving flow, the serving number will not exceed the value of Tnra. Also, if the number of simulated arrivals has a large enough value, then almost all customers will be served. In this way, the customers that are served immediately upon arrival are also taken into consideration.
iv) Because for each customer who returns for being served, the number of returns has a maximum value denoted by NoMaxRet, we consider that the total number of returns does not exceed the value NoMaxRet*mb*Tnra.
v) We can admit that the number of cycles of the simulation do not exceed a value of the form c * Tnra, where c is a constant value.
At the end of the simulation we determine the efficiency factors of the system:
• MTwq represents the average waiting time in the queue of customers:
MTwq =Twq/Tnrserv (Remarks 1);
• MTOrb represents the average waiting time in the orbit of customers: MTOrb =Torb/Tnrorb (Remarks 1);
• Mts represents the average serving time of a customer: Mts=Tserv/Tnrserv ;
• Clen represents the workstation laziness factor: Clen=Tlen/Ltime;
• Mqueue is the average length of the queue: Mqueue=Twq/Ltime.
The algorithm's description
The following procedure describes in pseudocode the main part of the simulation algorithm. The fine-grain actions are grouped as procedures called from the main procedure. Due to lack of space, describing the procedures pseudocode is not included in the article; this is presented in detail at: http://www.unitbv.ro/Portals/19/departament/colectiv/florea ion/ PseudocodProcArtMACOS FloreaNanau. The main procedure named RetrQueuingSystOneStat is presented below:
//generated parameters for the interval between two consecutive 3:
//arrivals, for service time, for time to spend in the orbit, the //probability to enter in the orbit and the size of the batch
5:
Read();
6:
//Initial state 7:
N ra ← 0; //the number of the arrivals 8: nq ← 0; //there is no client in the queue
9:
Ltime ← 0; //time value for the last event is 0
10:
Ctime ← ∞; //the server is free
11:
T nrserv ← 0; //total number of services is 0
12:
T nrorb ← 0; //number of clients in the orbit is 0
13:
T orb ← 0; //total time spent in orbit by clients is 0
14:
T serv ← 0; //total service time for the clients is 0
15:
T len ← 0; //total server laziness time is 0
16:
T wq ← 0; //total waiting time in the queue for the clients is 0
17:
no ← 0; //number of clients in the orbit is 0
18:
T o(1).T ime Rev ← ∞; //time for the first client return is ∞
19:
//first batch arrival is generated
20:
Gen(IntArriv, DimBatch); Atime ← IntArriv;
21:
//simulation lasts while number of processed arrivals don't exceed a
22:
//given value
23:
while N ra <=Tnra do (1)
24:
if min{Atime, Ctime, T o(1).T ime Rev} = Atime then (1)
25:
U pdate Arriv();
26:
//next event is an arrival M ts ← T serv/T nrserv; //average serving time
41:
Clen ← T len/Ltime; //workstation laziness factor
42:
M queue ← T wq/Ltime; //the average length of the queue
43:
W rite(M T wq, M T Orb, M ts, Clen, M queue); 44: end procedure
The Update Arriv procedure simulates a new arrival in the system. We take into consideration the following cases:
1) The station is lazy; in this case, the values for overall laziness of the station and the total time spent in orbit by the clients are updated. Also, a customer is selected from the batch to be served. The other clients are placed into the queue or into the orbit, considering various possible situations.
2) The station is busy; in this case, total waiting time and total time spent into the orbit by the customers is updated. The customers from the batch are placed into the orbit or into the queue, depending on the size of batch and the number of available places into the queue.
The PutInQueue procedure generates the service time of a customer and inserts it in the queue The procedure InsertInOrbit achieve the orbit placement of a client. We generate the time after that it will take place the first return and the total number of possible returns. The client is introduced into the data structure corresponding to the orbit, with the expectation of meeting the increasing order of laziness times of the customers.
The selection of a customer from the batch for being served is realized by Select procedure in two ways:
1) the first client in the batch is selected (ClServ = 1); 2) the number of the client to be selected from the batch is randomly generated ClServ = RN D(DimBatch), ClServ = 1, ..., DimBatch
The Update Fin Serv procedure processes finishing of a service; there are two possible situations: the queue is not empty and the first client in the queue will be served or the queue is empty and the server becomes lazy.
The procedure updates: the total station serving time, the total number of served clients, total waiting time of customers into the queue. We treat two situations:
1) the first client from the queue will be served and it will be removed from the queue 2) the queue is free and the station becomes lazy The Update Retrial procedure processes the return of the first customer in the orbit to be served. If he finds the server free, then he will be served. In other situations, if the initial return number is not exceeded, then another return time will be generated. Otherwise, the client leaves the system without being served.
The procedure addresses two situations:
1) The station is free. The total laziness time of the station is updated and the first client from the orbit is served and removed from there.
2) The station is busy. If the total number of returns doesn't exceed the value generated when the client arrives, a new time for the client return is generated and the client is placed into the orbit again. Otherwise, the client will leave the system.
Algorithm complexity
We denoted by Tnra the number of the batches arrived into the system. In this case, the maximum number of the clients arrived is mb*Tnra, where mb represents the maximum size for a batch.
For estimating the complexity, we consider that the clients in the system reach this maximum number.
Remarks 3. The execution of the procedures that generate the varieties is linear (see [5] ). They have a polynomial complexity, and in this case it is O(1). Lemma 1.
The complexity for the InsertInOrbit procedure is O(mb*Tnra).
Proof.
We denoted by no the number of the clients in the orbit at a certain moment, with no ≤ mb * T nra.
In the worst case (see http://www.unitbv.ro/Portals/19/departament /colectiv/florea ion/PseudocodProcArtMACOS FloreaNanau), the content of the structures while (1) and for (1) is executing mb*Tnra times each one (see http://www.unitbv.ro/Portals/19/departament/colectiv/florea ion/ PseudocodProcArtMACOS FloreaNanau). It results that the complexity is O(mb*Tnra).
Lemma 2.
The complexity for the procedure PutInQueue is O(1).
Because its execution is linear, these procedure complexity is O(1) (see http://www.unitbv.ro/Portals/19/departament/colectiv/florea ion/ PseudocodProcArtMACOS FloreaNanau).
Lemma 3.
The procedure Update Arriv has the complexity max(O(mb), O(2*nqmaxmb)).
Proof.
We have DimBatch ≤ mb and DimBatch − nqmax + nq − 1 ≤ mb. In the worst case, the maximum number of appearances is:
On 'Then' branch of the structure (1) the complexity is O(1)+max(O(mb), O(mb))=O(mb) (see http://www.unitbv.ro/Portals/19/departament/colectiv/ florea ion/PseudocodProcArtMACOS FloreaNanau).
On 'Else' branch of the structure (1) the complexity is O(1)+max(O(mb), O(nqmax)+O(nqmax-mb))=max(O(mb),O(2*nqmax-mb)) (see http://www.unitbv.ro/Portals/19/departament/colectiv/florea ion/ PseudocodProcArtMACOS FloreaNanau).
In this case, The complexity of the procedure Update Arriv is calculated max(O(mb), max(O(mb), O(2*nqmax-mb)))=max(O(mb),O(2*nqmax-mb)).
Lemma 4.
The procedure Update Fin Serv has the complexity O(nqmax-1). Proof.
We have nq ≤ nqmax and in this case, the complexity of the procedure is O(1)+O(nqmax-1)=O(nqmax-1) (see http://www.unitbv.ro/Portals/19/ departament/colectiv/florea ion/PseudocodProcArtMACOS FloreaNanau).
Lemma 5.
The procedure Update Retrial has the complexity O(mb*Tnra). Proof.
We have no ≤ mb * T nra. In this case, the complexity is O(1)+ max(O(1)+O(mb*Tnra),max(O(1)+max(O(mb*Tnra,O(mb*Tnra)))))= O(mb*tnra) (see http://www.unitbv.ro/Portals/19/departament/colectiv/ florea ion/PseudocodProcArtMACOS FloreaNanau). On 'Then' branch labeled by (1), the Update Arriv procedure is called mb*Tnra times. Using Lemma 3, the maximum number of operations performed in this branch is mb*Tnra*(O(max(O(mb),O(2*nqmax-mb))))
On 'Then' branch labeled by (2), the Update Fin Serv procedure is called mb*Tnra times (see Remarks 2). Using Lemma 4, the maximum number of operations performed in this branch is mb*Tnra*O(nqmax-1)
On 'Else' branch labeled by (2) , the Update Retrial procedure is called NoMaxRet*mb*Tnra times. Using Lemma 5, the maximum number of operations performed in this branch is NoMaXRet*mb*Tnra*O(mb*Tnra).
Summing all of these, it follows that the maximum number of operations performed by while cycle and giving the algorithm complexity is mb*Tnra* (O(max(O(mb),O(2*nqmax-mb))+O(nqmax-1)+NoMaXRet*O(mb*Tnra)))
An object-oriented implementation
For implementing the algorithm described in pseudo-code in the previous section, we choose the object oriented programming language C#.
In this way we define a class named Client with the following properties: the number of returns from the orbit (called Rev Ram), the time for the next return from the orbit (called Time Rev ) and the service time (called Time Serv ). This class implements the IClient interface that permits the insertion into the orbit of a customer.
Another class, named RandomGenerator, that implements the interface IRandomGenerator defines a set of methods used for generating random varieties mentioned in the description of the algorithm.
The central class is named ServerActivity; its interface contains the following methods: Update Arriv, Update Fin Serv, Update Retrial and RetrQueuingSisytOneStat, which implement the procedures mentioned in the pseudocode description. This class contains instances for the Client class, these instances being grouped in lists. A list of clients represents actually a batch of customers arrived into the system.
The UserInterface class represents the user form that displays the charts for the efficiency factors.
In this way a friendly interface is provided as the charts for the system efficiency factors obtained by the execution of the program.
Validity of the algorithm and practical considerations
In the following we consider 30000 arrivals simulated. Also, we use the denotations specified around the paper. The inter-arrival time, serving time and retrial time are exponential negative distributed, with λ, µ respectively ν parameters.
The above mentioned implementation was used to obtain the statistics for various scenarios. The resulted statistics are thus reported. The simulation results are averaged over several runs, such that the final results can be considered as representative. We considered five scenarios. i) Case 1. We consider that: λ = 1, µ = 2 and nqmax = ∞ (every arrived customer enters the queue if the server is busy); mb = 1; B = 1 2 0 1 (the probability for a client that enters the system when the server is busy to be placed into the orbit is 0). This model is equivalent with a staging system without the client return exp(λ)/exp(µ)/1 : (∞, F IF O). This model is studied by simulation in [9] . In Table 1 Table 1 Note that the results obtained for a factor of efficiency using the two simulation programs are approximately equal.
ii) Case 2. We consider that: λ = 1, µ = 2 and nqmax = 0 (no customer enters the queue); B = 1 2 0.5 0.5 (the customers who arrive when the server is busy enters into the orbit or leave the system with the same probability), mb = 1. This model is similar to the individual arrivals and customer return model addressed in [10] . In this case, for the average stationary time in the orbit of clients, by executing the two programs, the results obtained are approximately equal.
iii) Case 3. We consider that: λ = 1, µ = 2, ν = 1, nqmax = 0 ; B = 1 2 0.5 0.5
; mb > 1. This model is analytical studied in [3, 8, 14, 15] ; the comparative results obtained by simulation and those analytical obtained are presented in Table 2 Table 2 iv) Case 4. We consider that: λ = 1, µ = 2, ν = 1, qmax > 0 ; B = 1 2 0.5 0.5
; mb > 1. This model is not studied analytically. In Table 3 Table 3 Note that if nqmax increases, the average waiting time in the orbit decreases.
Conclusions
In this article we present a simulation algorithm for queuing system with a single service station, with customers arrivals in batches and with unserved client return. This class of waiting systems models many systems in the realworld.
Also, these systems are studied analytic only for certain distributions of the time between two consecutive arrivals, for the service time and the return time, to obtain the service of the station. There is no analytical approach where the server has a queue where are introduced some of the clients that are going to be served immediately after a service finishes.
Thus, we can say that the system studied by simulation extends the analytical studied system. Therefore, it results the need and the utility of such a simulation algorithm.
